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The Path to Heal
was developed by Rebecca Cohen

to book a session or take a course,

contact: info@thepathtoheal.com

www.thepathtoheal.com

610-357-0377

WHAt The Path to Heal
CLIENts ARE sAYING 

ABOut tHEIR ExPERIENCEs

Digestive Issues: A year and a half ago I was

stricken with a digestive disorder that stumped

the medical community.  I was extremely

miserable for months until I finally started

improving after a few treatments from Rebecca

and am now feeling much more like myself.  I am

truly grateful that Rebecca was guided to

create The Path to Heal and that I am the

recipient of this wonderful energy modality.

Tension Headaches: Honestly, I was a bit

skeptical before and during treatment with

Rebecca (especially because I seek scientific

proof for everything), however I had become

desperate for an alternative way to deal with my

chronic tension headaches. up until The Path
to Heal, I had been plagued with three to five

tension headaches weekly. since my treatment

(which is now over a month ago) I have noticed

a significant decrease in headaches having had

only three headaches since! I am finally starting

to feel like myself again. Rebecca, thank you so

much for such an enlightening and healing

experience!

Concussion: After my first concussion I suffered

from Post-concussion syndrome for 6 months. A

year later I got a second concussion and after

one session with Rebecca my symptoms went

away after only a couple days. My sciatic nerve

pain was greatly improved by a couple sessions

as well. I truly support this natural way of healing. 

It does wonders for the body and mind.

IMAGINE LIVING 
A LIfE WItHOut
stRuGGLE

www.thepathtoheal.com

The Path to Heal is a healing system that illuminates

the genesis of  physical and emotional conditions then

restores the body, mind and spirit to wellness.
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tHE PAtH tO HEAL DIMENsIONs

the Path to Heal is taught in 13 Dimensions. 

to learn more about each dimension

see www.thepathtoheal.com
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The Path to Heal makes this possible by

helping clients heal physical conditions and

other obstacles that limit success. 

IMAGINE LIVING 
A LIfE WItHOut
stRuGGLE

The Path leads to significant physical healing

because a session utilizes the client's 

physical symptoms to illuminate areas in which

self love is needed. Once addressed, the

conditions can quickly dissipate. The Path to
Heal can relieve many conditions including,

but not limited to: 

• Addictions

• Allergies

• Autoimmune 

syndromes 

• Chronic Pain 

• Chronic fatigue 

• Digestive Disorders

• fears and Phobias

• fibromyalgia

• Headaches 

• Insomnia

• Learning Disorders

• Lyme Disease

• stress

• Viruses and Infections

HEAL PHYsICAL CONDItIONs

The Path to Heal is a healing system that illuminates the genesis of physical and emotional conditions,

then restores the body, mind, and spirit to wellness. How does it work?

Healing sessions are individualized based on a client’s healing needs as determined through applied

kinesiology (muscle testing). the practitioner follows The Path’s protocol to provide insight to the client,

then utilizes the loving energy of crystals and tuning forks to help the client to heal.  


